Excerpt re DANSRD UC, from 9/10/2010 Meeting Notes

Report

1.) Unit Criteria DANSRD

“Department of Alaska Native Studies And Rural Development (DANSRD)” unit criteria

pp 1, 2 – good introduction

p 5 e eliminate the word audio conference

p5 c rewrite c

p 6 Eliminate C. first paragraph .... Research is a relative new part .....

p 6 shorten second paragraph, clarify the use of the word “appropriate”, compare to the overlap with content on p2

p 6 Eliminate the bold paragraph

p 7 top paragraph shorten it

p 7 Second paragraph “Given...” consider to delete

p 9 m. simply and clarify wording

p 10 Eliminate top paragraph “as noted...”

p 11 e replace related with campus wide

Consider including specific for recommendations for promotion and tenure.